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Summary: 

 

In 2010 Mr. Keshe was captured and terrorized in Canada by orders of the Americans and 

Hillary Clinton, He will not travel to Mexico conference, Call for the setting up of 

"Sepah" a military force to protect the people and Universal and Earth Councils during 

the time of transition, Coronavirus is spreading in China KF made video "One Cup, One 

Life" to save yourself and family from this virus and others in the future, 300 million 

downloads and increasing, Shows Video of One Cup, When we open into space we'll 

encounter viruses like this, This is a test run, 5 possible cases which used the Gans and 

fever dropped, Central control of the Chinese Government has stopped movement of 

people and will contain the virus but not so in the west where movement is not 

controllable,  This is a 2 part virus that was deliberately introduced to China on New 

Years for maximum effect. The first part came as African Pig Flu and those who ate 



infected meat received the first part into their bodies, The second part the Coronavirus 

was expected and arrived now and when it links with the first part it creates a deadly 

composite virus and people start rapidly dying, The connection between the two viruses 

is from a plasmatic point of view and not biological,   

 

Many space travelers can't land here because the environment acts like a virus, KF 

researchers have to understand what allows Amino Acids (AA) of the soul and RNA to 

connect to another's energy like a virus, and how every field that comes out of stars and 

planets effect us, The respect for Ella as head of KF has to remain sacrosanct "her 

presence is my presence", Knowledge Seekers taking charge of KF has to be through 

correct conduct and out of devotion for humanity, Will the Iranian government have the 

first Sepah to control and support humanity towards peace, The king of Belgium had to 

give blood tests which have now become part of the court evidence and is open to public, 

Tests can be made to confirm if the man who wrote and KF patent and the one who paid 

for the patent are both illegitimate sons of the king, There are 50 murder cases in France 

and killing of scientists to be linked to the king, This will result in the end of kingship, 

Brexit is because the UK didn't share the 140 billion in Libya's gold with other European 

nations so they forced them out, Talks about Rothschild's dealings with the Vatican and 

calling the debts in and how the gold was transferred to Berlin by the German Pope and 

why he had to abdicate and the relation to Spain, Portugal Ireland and Greece going 

broke, Every AA is unique to the Cup which has made it depending on conditions salinity 

distance from Nano plate etc.. In coming time we will not use Nano plates to make Gans 

we'll be able create the conditions for it -- We'll even replicate the field strength of the 

Gans's and of the matter state that the matter doesn’t need to be there, This will be shown 

in the next version of the Enhancement Unit, Explains what the heartbeat is and how it 

works and can change, The strength of your Gans, dictates the strength of your heartbeat,  

Plants can control their heartbeat that's why they can live both summer and winter life, "If 

I control the strength of my soul will I have to eat?,"  KS says he doesn't eat of sleep for 

up to 48 hours, Trick add a little salt to your coffee, Salt is part of your life, it's the 

channel of the solution and dilution of energy, Problem sharing Keshe videos on Internet, 

Explains in detail how does the Gans depletes the energy of the Virus in terms of MG 

fields, The virus links to the AA and then gets replicated, Using AA makes the 

connection easy and very rapid, The KF has developed a new technology that will control 

AA in all directions even directly to the STM, Through the EU the STM will be elevated, 

Many will come out of the EU as a soul, Mr. Keshe comes from a line of Jewish and 

Moslem prophets this is why they don't kill him, The number of AA is countless, 

Describes how the cells of the body work, each single cell has a specific salinity this 

information is kept by the brain and when damaged it is replaced exactly with the same 

salinity, Arteries of the heart shake continuously but don't break apart related to the 

salinity, He came here to enjoy the pleasures of the physical dimension taste touch smell 

love, He came here to admire what he created and to see what it can be given, Earth is 

like a lab, Shows some of the One Cup reactors, Instead of a battery you can connect with 

wire,  The color of the Gans like green or yellow is due to the amount of energy in 

battery. 

 



The SECRETS Hidden in One Cup -- Salt, Soul, MaGrav  

 

Between the Nano coil and Cu coil and Zn plate you have created a spectrum of CuO2 

and CO2 and the AA on top is also a spectrum of all these fields together, this is why it is 

so effective, Furthermore  you have created the Gans condition, from the condition of the 

matter Cu with matter Zn, this is the connection between the brain of the man and the 

physicality in the strength of the Mg. This is how most of the salts are made, because 

these waters are in the condition of the plasma of the universe, they are not just water, 

This is how salts are created in the universe, the Gravitational pull in the matter state, 

which is what we call salt; The Second secret, the Cup has a soul, between the Nano coil 

and Cu coil and Zn plate you have created a dynamic field, one is the sperm, the other the 

egg, and the whole environment is the womb, This is the womb of the mother. In fact, if 

you look at it, I have given you a real Cup of Life, where the real life starts. The third 

secret, turn the Cup 90 degrees and you get Cu fields, Nano fields, and Zn fields, is this 

not the MaGrav system. The soul is in the center of it, you were looking for megawatts 

but I was looking to energize the STM. If you come in with the wrong behavior you get 

nothing from your MaGrav physicality. The MaGrav systems have the energy of the soul, 

 

Using crystals you can choose to follow specific individual fields, they create a feedback 

loop that you tap into but it will be taught later when man is ready, The Iranians are 

starting to open this up, Gave example of communicating with soul of his dog,  

Mg Sulfate (Epsom Salt) was used instead of kitchen salt - Mg salt connects directly to 

the STM, Discusses different salts and effects on the brain etc, The importance of 

breathing, when you breath in, energy is transferred through the breathing canals in the 

head and when you breath out the same thing happens and these high energies are needed 

for the physicality and the STM, CO2 is very important for the brain and is created in the 

lungs and is absorbed as you breath out. "Breath it in, and then breath out very, very slow 

because the soul needs all what was created,"  Breathing techniques are on the level of 

physicality you can get the same thing directly from the soul,  

 

The Soul Thinks: 

 

Not just the brain thinks but the soul also thinks, If the soul is to manifest itself in the 

depth of the space it must think that it can exist, How can we get the man to understand 

the thinking of his soul and not the thinking of his physicality and at the same time to be 

able to distinguish whether it's the soul thinking or is it the thinking of the man? A lot of 

Knowledge Seekers have to go through the transition from the physicality to the Soul of 

the Man, the new Enhancement Unit will help you to face it, and to be able to think at the 

level of the soul. Do we need to breath to be able to do this, or do we need to go to sleep 

to open these boundaries softly? If you become aware of your soul then you can convert 

yourself into anything in the dimension of the universe, In the past by rotating the Gans 

to generate the fields we could create gold or silver, now the Gans is the STM so in what 

dimension strength do you want to manifest yourself? 

 
 

 


